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To: FBI, Washington Field Office (9-New)  
Date: May 13, 1970

UNSUB, aka Voters of America
Threatening Letter Postmarked 4/8/70 at Cincinnati, Ohio, received by ROBERT MAYO - VICTIM; et al.; etc.; 
Exortion
CO: Cincinnati

Examination requested by: Washington Field Office
Reference: Airtel dated 5/5/70
Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint
Remarks:

You will be advised separately concerning the results of the fingerprint examination.

Enclosures (2) (2 Lab report)

2 - Cincinnati Enclosures (2) (2 Lab report)
REPORT of the

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

To: FBI, Washington Field Office (G-New)
Re: UNSUB, aka Voters of America
Threatening Letter Postmarked 4/8/70 at Cincinnati, Ohio, received by ROBERT MAYO - VICTIM; et al.; etc.;
EXORTION

Specimens received 5/6/70

Q1 Envelope postmarked "CINCINNATI, OH P1 8 APR 1970," bearing typewritten address "BUDGET DIRECTOR??? Robber t PP.MAYO Federal Bldg., WASHINGTON DC 20207"

Q2 Accompanying typewritten letter beginning "Main Street-- America-- Workers of merit & Hours..."

ALSO SUBMITTED Newspaper clipping entitled "Congress salaries lagging?"

Results of examination:

Specimens Q1 and Q2 were compared with the material in the Anonymous Letter File without making an identification. Photographs have been added.

No watermarks or other outstanding physical characteristics were found by which Q1 or Q2 could be traced.

The submitted evidence will be returned separately to your office.
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MAIL ROOM □ TELETYPING UNIT □
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
ATTENTION: FBI LABORATORY

FROM: SAC, WFO (9-New) (P)

UNSUB, aka
Voters of America
Threatening Letter Postmarked 4/8/70
at Cincinnati, Ohio received by
ROBERT MAYO - VICTIM;
Congressman ADAM CLAYTON POWELL - VICTIM;
Congressman WILBUR D. HILLS - VICTIM;
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY - VICTIM;
Speaker of the House of Representatives
JOHN W. MCCORMACK - VICTIM;
Supreme Court Justice WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS - VICTIM
EXTORTION

Enclosed for the Bureau is the original and four Xerox copies of one white envelope addressed to ROBERT MAYO as above with return address Voters of America, Rev-Time-Nr. Main Street USA and one typewritten threatening letter as well as one unidentified newspaper clipping. Enclosed for Cincinnati (which is designated Office of Origin) are two copies of same material.

REL:kcb
(8)

Approved: Special Agent in Charge
This material was received on 5/4/70 from Assistant Special Agent in Charge [Redacted] Liaison Division, U.S. Secret Service (USSS), 1800 G Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. (WDC), by SA ROBERT E. LILL. USSS has made a check of their name files and visual files of previously submitted letters with negative results.

The U.S. Capitol Police and the Intelligence Division of the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD), WDC, have been advised of this material. USSS is holding their investigation in abeyance pending notification of whether or not the Bureau is to conduct investigation in this matter.

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

The Laboratory Division is requested to search this material through the Anonymous Letter File and conduct other appropriate examination.

The Identification Division is requested to process this material for latent fingerprints.

LEADS

CINCINNATI

AT CINCINNATI, OHIO.

1) Present to appropriate USA for prosecutive opinion.

2) Notify local authorities.

3) If prosecution authorized, conduct appropriate investigation.

4) Immediately advise WFO of prosecutive opinion of USA so notification can be made to USSS.
5) Prepare LHM suitable for dissemination incorporating investigation conducted at WDC and results of examinations conducted by the Laboratory and Identification Division.

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON, D.C. Telephone notify USSS of prosecutive opinion of USA upon receipt from the Office of Origin.
FILE# D-70507012
DATE 5-70 EXAMINER #15
Q# 61, 62 + other subj.
K# -
NEGATIVES
INITIALS G.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-27-78 78134297
9803 PDD/TSO CSD 10/20/78 9761585
Main Street—America—Workers of merit & Hours.

Sillyvio OH. Conte,
Budget Director—USA.

Your name matches your brains—The enclosed comment regarding wages—STINKS.

When you compare punks who work 17 hours per week with labor who either puts in 40 hours or is docked if he does not work—you should get off your ass— you are sitting on your BRAINS?

Then again—labor has to strike and loose time and money to get raises while the political punks (THEIVES) can rob the treasury at will.

THREE CHEERS FOR A BUNCH OF CROOKED BASTARDS;

The kids of today are realizing what a disaster we have in Washington House & Cong—POWELL*DOUGLAS MccOMMICK* MILLS—and murder kennedy—who has been released from guilt for the murder of Josephine what a lousy outfit we have in Washington.

I suppose you guys are feathering your nests with Swedish and Switzerland banks—so when the revolution becomes a fact you will feel safe—NOT THE CASE you will be hunted down and stomped out of existence (like any other worm—or snake—)

That gravy pension the house & Cong gets was not included in your figures—you need a course in Math—and decency ethics and a good perfume (U*STINK)

Voters of America.

WASHINGTON (UPI):
One lawmaker has produced figures to show that congressional pay raises since World War II are lagging behind those gained by construction workers, truckers and others compared on a percentage basis.

Last year's 4.1 per cent congressional pay hike notwithstanding, Rep. Silvio O. Conte (R., Mass.) asked Budget Director Robert P. Mayo to determine the "comparability" of congressional pay raises over the years to those of private enterprise.

The results, disclosed in private House Appropriations subcommittee testimony made public Sunday, showed post-World War II congressional salaries increasing 183 per cent—from $15,000 in 1946 to the present $42,500. But the 163 per cent increase was lower than the 211 per cent gain by building trades, 230 per cent by truckers and 195 per cent by hourly production workers.
Main Street- America- Workers of merit & Hours.

Sillyvio OH. Conte, Dir: Robert Mayo. Budget Director-USA.

Your name matches your brains- The enclosed comment regarding wages-T I N K S.

When you compare punks who work 17 hours per week with labor who either puts in 40 hours or is docked if he does not work- you should get off your ass- you are sitting on your ? BRAINS?

Then again- labor has to strike and lose time and money to get raises while the political punks (THEIVES) can rob the treasury at will.

THREE CHEERS FOR A BUNCH OF CROOKED BASTARDS. The kids of today are realizing what a disaster we have in Washington House & Cong-POWELL*DOUGLAS McCORMICK* MILLS- and murder kennedy- who has been released from guilt for the murder of Josephine what a lousy outfit we have in Washington.

I suppose you guys are feathering your nests with Sweedish and Switzerland banks- so when the revolution becomes a fact you will feel safe- NOT THE CASE you will be hunted down and stomped out of existence like any other worm or snake.

That gravy pension the house & cong gets was not included in your figures- you need a course in Math- and decency ethics, and a good perfume (U*STINK)

Voters of America.
Family car so ill deliver all.

Anoco... go with corn.
Congress salaries lagging?

WASHINGTON (UPI): One lawmaker has produced figures to show that congressional pay raises since World War II are lagging behind those gained by construction workers, truckers and others compared on a percentage basis.

Last year's 41 per cent congressional pay hike notwithstanding, Rep. Silvio O. Conte (R., Mass.) asked Budget Director Robert P. Mayo to determine the comparability of congressional pay raises over the years to those of private enterprise.

The results, disclosed in private House Appropriations subcommittee testimony, made public Sunday by the post-World War II congressional salaries increasing 183 per cent — from $15,000 in 1946 to the present $21,500. But the 183 per cent increase was lower than the 211 per cent gain by building trades, 230 per cent by truckers and 195 per cent by hourly production workers.
Re: UNSUB, aka Voters of America
Threatening Letter Postmarked 4/8/70
at Cincinnati, Ohio, received by
ROBERT MAYO - VICTIM; et al.;
etc.

EXTRACTION
Cincinnati

Examination requested by:
WFO (9-New) A. 5/5/70

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Result of Examination:

Specimens submitted for examination

Q1 Envelope postmarked "CINCINNATI OH PM 8 APR 1970," bearing typewritten address "BUDGET DIRECTOR??? Robber t PP.MAYO Federal Bldg., WASHINGTON DC 20207"

Q2 Accompanying typewritten letter beginning "Main Street-
America- Workers of merit & Hours. ....."

ALSO SUBMITTED Newspaper clipping entitled "Congress salaries lagging lagging?"

2 - Cincinnati
Re: UNSUB, aka Voters of America
Threatening Letter Postmarked 4/8/70
at Cincinnati, Ohio, received by
ROBERT MAYO - VICTIM; et al.;
etc.

EXTRACTION
Cincinnati

Examination requested by: WFO (0-New) A. 5/5/70

Examination requested: Document - Fingerprint

Result of Examination:

No latent A. F. Photos added.
No watermarks or outstanding
physical characteristics by
which 01 or 02 could be traced.
Separate report on latents +
enviro to be returned separately
5/8/70

Specimens submitted for examination

Q1 Envelope postmarked "CINCINNATI, OH PM 8 APR 1970,"
bearing typewritten address "BUDGET DIRECTOR??
Robber t PP.MAYO Federal Bldg., WASHINGTON DC 20207"

Q2 Accompanying typewritten letter beginning "Main Street-
America - Workers of merit & Hours. ...."

ALSO SUBMITTED Newspaper clipping entitled "CONgress salaries lagging?"

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED.
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.
DATE 7-8-70 BY 2051798124
9502 ADD 10/20/92 361585

2 - Cincinnati
Physical Characteristics

1 white sheet of

3.49" X 6.5"

no watermarks or embossed

writing

on edge will move in long
two

fold four sheets at once

Having two "5" labels on

white stamp block to

write long of

2 sheets of white bond paper

5.99" X 7.81"

no watermarks or embossed writing
TO: SAC, WFO

UNSUB., AKA
VOTERS OF AMERICA
RE: THREATENING LETTER POSTMARKED 4-8-70 AT CINCINNATI, OHIO RECEIVED BY ROBERT MAYO - VICTIM; ET AL.; EXTORTION

REFERENCE: Airtel 5-5-70
EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY: WFO
SPECIMENS: Q1, envelope Q2, typewritten letter Newspaper clipping

Listed specimens described in Laboratory report, which is being furnished separately.

Two latent fingerprints of value developed Q1 and two latent fingerprints of value developed Q2. No latent prints of value developed newspaper clipping.

Specimens enclosed

Enc. (3)

2 - Cincinnati
EM: dpm
dpm

THIS REPORT IS FURNISHED FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Undubt., aka Voters of America
Threatening letter Postmarked 4/8/70
at Cincinnati, Ohio, received by
Robert Mayo - Victim, et al.
Ejection

4 photos

2 photos of latent prints

9-5-1174

ENCLOSURE

9-5-1174-2
A2, typewritten letter beginning
"Main Street - America - Workers
of merit & honor. .....

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-11-89 BY 228/78/87
9805 RIO TALON 10/20/92
361565

9-5-1174
Re: UNSUB, aka Voters of America
Threatening Letter Postmarked 4/8/70
at Cincinnati, Ohio, received by
ROBERT MAYO - VICTIM; et al.;

EXTRACTION
CO: FB: Cincinnati WFO (G-New) A. 5/5/70

Examination requested by: Document - Fingerprint

Result of Examination:

1. No Lat vell I
2. Spec pos A - Q1 & Q2 intact
3. Spec pos B - no pos veal
4. Spec pos C - no pos veal
5. Two lat ftptrs vell dated 4/1 (c)
6. Two lat ftpts vell dated 4/2 (c)
7. No other lat ftpts vell
8. Spee not vell vealed

Specimens submitted for examination

Q1 Envelope postmarked "CINCINNATI, OH PM 3 APR 1970,"
bearing typewritten address "BUDGET DIRECTOR???
Robber t PP.MAYO Federal Bldg., WASHINGTON DC 20207"

Q2 Accompanying typewritten letter beginning "Main Street-
America - Workers of merit & Hours. . . . ."

ALSO SUBMITTED Newspaper clipping entitled "CONgress salaries lagging
lagging?"

2 - Cincinnati

Examination completed 5/13/70

Time 5:55 am
Date 5/13/70

Dictated 5/13/70

Date
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, CINCINNATI (9-2412) (P)

SUBJECT: UNSUB, Aka., Voters of America

Enclosed for the Bureau is the original and three copies of an LHM, captioned as above.

Enclosed for WFO is one copy of LHM.

The envelope and threatening letter in this matter were compared with material in the anonymous letter file without making an identification.

Two latent fingerprints of value were developed on the envelope and two latent fingerprints of value were developed on the letter. No latent prints were developed on the newspaper clipping.

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

Date: 5/25/70
CI 9-2412

On 5/13/70, AUSA [redacted] SDO, Cincinnati, Ohio, declined prosecution in this matter stating letter was merely a statement of opinion rather than an actual communication of a threat of bodily harm. AUSA [redacted] opinion being confirmed by separate letter. AUSA [redacted] was advised of the results of the Laboratory examinations on 5/21/70.

The Cincinnati, Ohio, PD is being advised of this matter by separate letter.

LEAD:

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

Will notify the U. S. Secret Service of the opinion of AUSA [redacted] SDO, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Re: UNKNOWN SUBJECT, Also Known As, Voters of America Threatening Letter
Postmarked April 8, 1970, at Cincinnati, Ohio, received by
ROBERT MAYO - VICTIM;
Congressman ADAM CLAYTON POWELL - VICTIM;
Congressman WILBUR D. MILLS - VICTIM;
Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY - VICTIM;
Speaker of the House of Representatives
J O H N W. MC C O R M A C K - VICTIM;
Supreme Court Justice WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS - VICTIM

On May 4, 1970, the Washington, D. C. Field Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) received from the United States Secret Service (USSS) an envelope addressed to Budget Director Robert Mayo, Federal Building, Washington, D. C., and one typewritten threatening letter as well as one unidentified newspaper clipping. The USSS has made a check of their name files and visual files of previously submitted letters with negative results.

The United States Capitol Police, the Intelligence Division of the Metropolitan Police Department, Washington, D. C., and the Cincinnati, Ohio, Police Department have been advised of this material.

The envelope and letter were compared with the material in the FBI Laboratory Anonymous Letter File without making an identification. No watermarks or other outstanding physical characteristics were found by which these items could be traced.

On May 13, 1970, Assistant United States Attorney
Southern District of Ohio, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Re: UNKNOWN SUBJECT, Also Known As,
Voters of America Threatening Letter
Postmarked April 8, 1970, at
Cincinnati, Ohio, received by
ROBERT MAYO - VICTIM; ET AL

stated that he would decline prosecution in this matter as the letter was merely a statement of opinion rather than an actual communication of a threat of bodily harm.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY. IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY.